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Product Update April 2022

Ambassador of Ukraine to Denmark visits Saxo
To show our support to Ukraine following the Russian invasion, we had the honour of welcoming the Ukrainian
ambassador to Denmark, Mykhailo Vydoinyk. You can watch the full recording here. You can also read a version of
Founder and CEO, Kim Fournais' letter to employees where he shared his thoughts on the conflict.

Expiry restriction removed on OPRA and Euronext AMS stock
options (risk rating 1-3)
Effective 31 January 2022, we have removed the expiry restriction on all stock options trading on OPRA and Euronext
AMS with risk rating 1-3.

This means that your end clients are now able to trade longer expiries beyond two years on higher quality stocks on
these two exchanges, such as Apple, Tesla, ING Group and Aegon.

You can check the risk rating and exchange of an option in the “Instrument” section under Trading Conditions.

Updates and upcoming changes – OpenAPI
If you have OpenAPI platform products and services, please make sure you regularly visit our developer portal for
information on our recent release notes as well as important information about upcoming changes.

EOD file changes
On 9, July 2022 Saxo will make changes to some of the EOD files.

Please be aware that changes to EOD files will take place on Saturday, 9 July, 2022 after the files for Friday, 8 July,
2022 are generated. Therefore, the first set of reports including the changes will be sent on Tuesday, 12 July, 2022 for
trade date Monday, 11 July, 2022.

All subscribers of EOD files are strongly advised to check whether they use the files below and update their reporting
models, scripts or teams accordingly. Please note: data or columns may have been added, moved or removed from
files. You can find the overview of the changes here as well as on the EOD File Changes Archive .

Please do not hesitate to contact us with any queries: EODqueries@saxobank.com

Ukraine situation, reminder: kindly confirm compliance with
sanctions
Following our recent actions in response to the situation in Ukraine, we remind you that we need confirmation by
Friday, April 8, that you are monitoring and adhering to sanctions requirements. Please use the button below to send
us an email in this regard:

If you want more information on the ongoing situation and sanctions, we share with you the webinar recording from
Thursday 17 February with our Global Head of Trading & Market Access, Henrik Villberg.

Shares, bonds, mutual funds and structured products
proceeds will stay in ’Transactions Not Booked’ until settlement
The proceeds from share, bonds, mutual funds and structured products currently appears in the ‘Transactions not
booked’ in the platform, only on the day of the trade. To improve the transparency around the value dates of the
trades, the proceeds will continue to appear in ‘Transactions not booked’ until the value-date of the trade. The sell
trades will also continue to appear in the same way as they did intraday. Please note that this improvement will
take effect in June and we will inform you on the specific date in Saxo’s next product update.

This change will have no impact on the ability to trade but the cash check for withdrawals is improved to prevent
premature withdrawals of unsettled proceeds. The check continues to be overridable if desired.

This change will also be reflected in the EOD Open and Closed positions files for the respective instruments, where
the sell trades will appear in the OpenPositions file until the value-date at which point in time the long and short
positions will net and be moved to the ClosedPositions file.

In addition, we are also launching a new Unsettled Amounts platform module in SaxoTraderPRO. The module will
display all cash amounts which settle today or later, including settlement amount and settlement date. Data will be
broken down to Amount Type and Instrument and optional grouping by Exchange will be supported. Unsettled
amounts include Transactions Not Booked, Financing Accruals (client interest, CFD financing and others), and
Corporate Action Accruals.

SaxoInvestor improvements
For partners offering our Investor platform, enhancements will be released to partners in Q2:

Enhanced P/L breakdown in portfolio results

A number of enhancements are being released to the P/L breakdown under Portfolio > Results:

Expandable cards in summary info

The account overview cards in the Portfolio > Results are now expandable and offer more details behind the
calculation of these numbers:

TraderGO and TraderPRO exposure and P/L chart
improvements
An interactive P/L and exposure chart have recently been introduced in the positions list in the SaxoTraderGO and
SaxoTraderPRO platforms showing the PL (unrealized P/L) and exposure for your open trade positions by product
type and by instrument.

The chart is accessed by selecting the Exposure and P/L button in the position list and shows your exposure by
product type.

Clicking on a product type will show the exposure by instrument under that product type.

New MiFID Appropriateness Test
For partners using the Saxo Appropriateness test to fulfil their MiFID compliance, please be advised that migration to
the new Saxo Appropriateness test has been postponed until we have monitoring tools available to allow you to
monitor the appropriateness status of clients.
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